
 

underdogs and role models - 6 to 8 May 2022 
Pina Bausch Centre under construction in Wuppertal  
48-hour festival marathon – day and night 
 
At 7.30 p.m. on 6 May, underdogs and role models launches with a 48-hour festival in the former 
Schauspielhaus and future Pina Bausch Centre as part of the project series Pina Bausch Centre under 
construction. In collaboration with Fridays for Future Wuppertal, LOCH, Dach der Stadt/Wupperwerft, 
Urban Gardening and climate experts, scientists, researchers and artists from all over the world. 
 
The festival takes place in and around the Schauspielhaus. An indoors/outdoors marathon featuring 
music, dance, performances, new choreography, rhythm roller skating, pop, electronic and classical 
music, yoga, public classes, club nights, opera, film and activism. 
 
The education project with students of the Berufskolleg Kohlstraße, which Jorge Puerta Armenta, Cami-
lo Milton, Anna Wehsarg, Tobias Daemgen and Horst Wegener led in November, will also be shown in 
front of an audience this May. 
 
At the upper glass pavilion in the Sculpture Park Waldfrieden, under construction presents “Unser Leb-
en ist voller Schall und Raserei” (“Our life is full of sound and fury”, working title), an immersive piece of 
audio theatre by Hans Konietzny, featuring spatialised sound compositions by the multi-instrumentalist 
Dine Doneff. As part of Urban Gardening Wuppertal’s project “Essbare Stadt” (Edible City), the festival 
builds a bridge to orchards and meadows with fruit trees in Wuppertal. The organisation is calling on 
everyone to adopt a tree and invites the festival audience to participate in discussions around climate 
protection and sustainability. 
 
“We will discuss the importance and impact of climate change and climate protection for art and culture 
today and talk about what needs to happen in order for the arts to effect positive societal change in the 
future”, says Bettina Wagner-Bergelt, the director of the Tanztheater Wuppertal. “And we will ask our-
selves how theatres can work sustainably, how we can become more mindful of the resources we use, 
and what practical steps need to be taken to ensure that the creative industries contribute to the 
preservation of nature, the very basis of our existence. It is very important to me to combine the joy of 
dance, music, performance, movement and community with a constructive dialogue on sustainable, 
future-proof models for working and living together. Together with Fridays for Future, we want to offer 
ideas and new ways of thinking, sparking change and encouraging people to approach this challenge 
with hope and with joy.” 
 
underdogs and role models – virtually and in reality, with: 
Fabien Prioville, Christopher Tandy, Nicholas Losada, Reginald Lefebvre, Tsai-Wei Tien, Julie Shanahan, 
Tijana Prendovic, Francesca Ciaffoni, Richard Siegal, Justyna Niznik, Hubert Machnik, Zuzana Zah-
radnikova, Jared Brown, Rainer Behr, Annalisa Palmieri, Stsiapan Hurski, Marco Girardin, Seunghwa 
Baek, Oona Doherty, Sati Veyrunes, Luca Truffarelli, Michel Schüler, Rollers HiFi, Frankie Johnson, 
Michelle Felix Escalante, Eva Luenig, Nadia, Ceejay, Nora Chipaumire, McIntosh Pedzisai Jerahuni, 
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Othnell Moyo, Tyrone Christopher Isaac-Stuart, Pau Aran Gimeno, Anne Nguyen, Sonia Bel Hadj 
Brahim, Arnaud Duprat, Pascal Luce, Martina La Ragione, Horst Wegener/Dach der Stadt, Fridays for 
Future, Knut Klaßen, LOCH, Karolin Wallowy, Maria Basel, Botticelli Baby, Luzie Kuhnke, Nassau, Maik 
Ollhoff, Kathrin Pechlof, Eva Pöpplein, Pedro Ramirez, Julius Raifen, Raa Shid, Maria Wildeis, Markus 
Worgull, Horst Konietzny, Dine Doneff and many more. 
 
Helpers needed! 
The under construction festival team is looking for approachable, friendly people to help out at the box 
office and cloakrooms, as ushers or exhibition attendants. Shifts will last 7-8 hours and are paid at 
12€/hour plus travel costs, if applicable. 
Applicants should send a short personal profile to Caro Lutz at carolin.lutz@pina-bausch.de by 4 April. 
 
The Pina Bausch Centre is a project by the City of Wuppertal, co-funded by the State of North-Rhine 
Westphalia and the German Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media, in collabora-
tion with the Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch and the Pina Bausch Foundation. 
under construction - underdogs and role models – 6, 7 and 8 May 2022 – programme announced online 
on 24 March 2022 – under-construction-wuppertal.de    
Booking opens at 10:00 on 24 March 2022 on Kulturkarte 0202 5637666 and under-construction-
wuppertal.de 
All activities take place at the former Schauspielhaus and future Pina Bausch Centre, Bundesallee 260, 
42103 Wuppertal  
 
There are 8 time slots, each costing 5 euro. The ticket price includes a voucher for the Dach der Stadt 
catering container.  
  
HYGIENE AND SAFETY REGULATIONS:   
To ensure that everyone feels safe, all under construction events will be subject to the “2G” rule, stating 
that visitors to the Schauspielhaus need to show a coronavirus vaccine certificate or proof of immunisa-
tion through recovery in the last 180 days. We reserve the right to change these rules if the situation 
changes and will, if necessary, restrict access further or even cancel events if infections continue to 
rise. 
 


